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Abstract 
A Q-distributive lattice is an algebra (L, v, A, V, 0, 1 ) of type (2, 2, 1, 0, 0) such that (L, V, A, 
0, 1 ) is a bounded distributive lattice and 27 satisfies the equations V0 = 0, x A Vx = x, 
V(x V y) = Vx V Vy and V(x A Vy) = Vx A 27y. The aim of this paper is to find, for 
each proper subvariety of the variety of Q-distributive lattices, an equation which determines it, 
relatively to the whole variety, as well as to give a characterization f the minimum number of 
variables needed in such equation. 
A quantifier on a bounded distributive lattice L is a unary operation V on L that 
satisfies V0 = 0, x A Vx = x, V(x V y)  = Vx V Vy  and V(x A Vy)  =- Vx A Vy.  A 
quantifier V is called simple i f  and only if it is given by the prescription: V0 -- 0 and 
Va= 1 for eacha¢0.  
A Q-distributive lattice is an algebra (L, V, A, V, 0, 1) of type (2, 2, 1, 0, 0) such 
that (L, V, A, 0, 1 ) is a bounded distributive lattice and V is a quantifier on L. The 
variety of Q-distributive lattices will be denoted by 2. 
Q-distributive lattices were introduced by Cignoli in [2] and he showed that the 
lattice of equational subclasses of  ~ is a chain of type (o + 1. 
In this paper we first find, for each proper subvariety of ~, an equation which 
determines it. Secondly, we give a characterization f  the minimum number of variables 
needed in an equation characterizing a given subvariety, and we determine this number 
in some cases. 
We begin with some notation. We shall denote by 2 the Boolean algebra with two 
elements. For each natural number p, Bp will denote the Boolean algebra 2 p endowed 
with the simple quantifier, and Cp the lattice 2 p with a new 1 added endowed with 
the simple quantifier, provided p~> 1, and Co = B0. For each (p, q) E w x w, Opq will 
denote the subjacent lattice Bp x Cq endowed with the simple quantifier. (Observe, in 
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particular, that D00 is a 1-element algebra, Dpo is Q-isomorphic to 8p, and that Dop 
is Q-isomorphic to Cp.) The subvariety of 2 generated by the algebra Opq will be 
denoted by 9pq. 
Cignoli showed in [2] that Opq is a subdirecty irreducible algebra in 2, for each 
p, q E ~o and that the lattice of equational subclasses i  a chain of type ~o 4- 1 under 
inclusion: 
~oo C 
910 C 901 C 
920 C~02 C911C 
930 C 903 C 912 C 921 C 
940 C 904 C 913 C 922 C ~'31 C 
Theorem 1. (i) For each natural number p ~ 0, the variety 9pO is characterized by 
the equation: 
(ii) For each natural number p, the variety 9pl is characterized by the equation: 
(A  vx,,/A -- A vx,,. 
\ k= l  / L14 i< j~p+2 k=l 
(iii) For each natural number p and each natural number q>~2, the variety 9pq 
is characterized by the equation: 
(Ipq) (PAq~7Xkl A [t(xI, X2 . . . . .  Xp+q+l ) V Xp+q+l] 
" ,] \k=I 
\ [ 
\k=l / 
where 
( /v ))] ..., Xp+q+ 1) V Xp+q+ 1 /~ X k , 
\k=p+2 
( )(p+ ) t(Xl,X2 . . . . .  Xp+q+l) = V ~(Xi AXj) V V ~(Xp+q+l AXi) • 
1 <~i<j~p+q i=1 
Proofl  If I stands for an identity and A E ~., we will express the fact that I holds in 
A symbolically by A ~ I, otherwise we write A ~ I. It is plain that the subvarieties 
of ~ defined by the identities Ip, Ipl and Ipq are proper ones. Hence, they are of 
the form 9r~, for some r,s E w. Moreover, since the varieties 9pq form a chain and 
they are generated by the algebras Dpq, it is enough to show that Dp0 ~ lp, D0p 
In, Dpl ~ ]pl, Dp+2O ~: lpl, Dpq ~ Ipq and Dp+lq 1 ~: Ipq, provided q>~2. 
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Recall that x and y are said to be disjoint if x/~ y = 0. 
(i) Let A be an algebra in 2 endowed with the simple quantifier. Then it is easy 
to check that A ~ Ip if and only if A satisfies the following property: 
(1) If {al, a2 . . . .  , ap} are p elements of A distincts from 0 and pairwise disjoint, 
then a~ V a2 ... V ap ~- 1. 
It is easy to see that a finite bounded distributive lattice L satisfies (1) if and only if 
either it has at most p -  1 atoms and in this case (1) holds trivially or it is a Boolean 
algebra with p atoms. Therefore, Dl, o ~ Ip and D0/, ~ Ii, and the proof of (i) is 
complete. 
(ii) Let A be an algebra in ~ endowed with the simple quantifier. It is easy to 
check that A [= lpl if and only if A satisfies the following property: 
There exists no set {at, a2 . . . . .  ap+2} of  p + 2 nonzero and pairwise disjoint 
elements of  A. 
Therefore, since Dpl has p + 1 atoms and Dp+20 has p + 2 atoms, we infer that 
Dpl ~ lpl and Dp+20 ~: Ip! and the proof is complete. 
We turn now our attention to the general case: 
(iii) Let A be an algebra in ~ endowed with the simple quantifier. It is again easy 
to see that A ~ ]pq if and only if A satisfies the following property: 
(n) If {al,a2 . . . .  ,ap+q} is a set of p ÷ q nonzero and pairwise disjoint elements 
of A, and b/kai = 0 for all i ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  p+ 1}, then b<~ap+2Vap+3 ...Vap+q. 
We are going to denote by {c!,c2 . . . . .  Cp+q} the set of atoms of Dpq and by d the 
only join irreducible that is not an atom of Dpq. Note that d = (0, l), where 1 is the 
last element of Cq. We claim that Dpq satifies (n). Indeed, let {a!,a2 ..... ap+q} be a 
set of p + q elements of Dpq different from 0 and pairwise disjoint, and let b ~ Dpq 
be such that b is disjoint with ai for all i E { 1, 2 . . . . .  p + 1 }. Since DI, q has exactly 
p + q atoms, we infer that 
(a) for each i E { l ,2 , . . . ,p+q} there is a unique j E {1,2 . . . . .  p+q} 
such that cj ~ai. 
We may suppose, without loss of generality, that ci <~ai for all i C {1, 2 . . . . .  p + q}. 
Suppose that ci < ai for some i ~ {1,2 . . . . .  p + q}. Suppose first that ci = (0, %), 
where c~i is an atom of Cq, while ai = (x, y), where ~i<-%y. Since q>~2, then (0, 1) 
is greater than at least two atoms. Hence, we infer from condition (a) that y ¢ 1. 
Therefore y E 2 q. Now ~i ¢ Y would imply ~j < y for some atom ~j ¢ ~i, hence 
cj = (O,~j)<~ai, a contradiction; similarly x ¢ 0 would imply /3k ~<x for some atom 
[3k of Bp, hence Ck = (]~k,0)~<a/, again a contradiction. The case ci = (~i,0), where 
~ is an atom of Bp is even simpler since Bp is a Boolean algebra. Hence, c~ = a, 
for i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,p  +q}.  Suppose that d<~b. Since bAa~ = bAc i  -- 0 for all i 
{ 1 . . . . .  p + 1 }, then d would be disjoint with p + 1 atoms, which is in contradiction 
with the fact that d is greater than exactly q atoms. Therefore, b is the join of a set of 
atoms contained in {Cp+2, . . . ,Cp+q} = {ap+ 2 . . . .  ,ap+q} and hence, b<~ap+2...Vap+q. 
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Therefore Dpq ~ Ipq. To prove that Dp+lq-I ~= Ipq, note that the only irreducible 
which is not an atom of Dp+lq_ 1 is disjoint with p + 1 atoms and greater than 
the others q - 1 atoms. Therefore, Dp+lq-1 does not satisfy (n) and the proof is 
complete. [] 
Note that for each p, q E 09, q ~ 0, the equations Ip and Ipq have p and p + q + 1 
variables, respectively. We are going to show that in most cases, the varieties ~p0 and 
~pq can  be determined by an equation having less than p and p + q + 1 variables, 
respectively. 
Recall that an algebra A in a variety u/ is said to be a splitting algebra in U if 
there exists a subvariety ~ of U such that A ~ ~"  and for any subvariety ~/¢F~ of 
either A E ~/¢F~ or "W ~ is a subvariety of ~g', i.e. there is a largest subvariety ~¢/ of 
not containing A. The notion of splitting algebra was introduced by McKenzie in [7] 
when ~ is the variety of lattices. He showed that if A is finite, subdirectly irreducible 
and generated by a set of n elements, then ~ can be characterized by an equation, 
called the conjugate quation, having at most n variables (see [7, p. 19]; [4, Lemma 
3.6], see also [3]). Moreover, the following result is of  independent interest. 
Theorem 2. Let ~t r be a congruence distributive variety such that every proper sub- 
variety is generated by a single finite subdirectly irreducible algebra and the lattice 
of equational subclasses of ~ form a chain of type ~o + 1. Then, for each proper 
subvariety ~ of ~ the following conditions hold: 
(a) ~ can be determined, relative to ~/~, by the addition of a single equation. 
(b) The minimum number of variables needed in an equation characterizing the 
equational class ~¢# coincides with the minimum number of generators needed to 
generate Aw, where A w is the finite subdirectly irreducible algebra that generates the 
succesor of ~t¢#. 
Proof. I f  K is any class of algebras then V(K) will denote the variety generated by K. 
Let ~¢r be a proper subvariety of ~K'. Since the lattice L(Y/~) of equational subclasses 
of Y/~ form a chain of type ~o + 1, it follows that the algebra Aw that generates the 
succesor of ~ in L(~/~) is a splitting algebra. Indeed, ~/¢/" is the largest subvariety of 
not containing Aw. Therefore, Y¢/" satisfies condition (a). To prove that ~W satisfies 
(b), let n be the minimum number of generators needed to generate Aw. Let ~ be 
an equation that characterizes ~// having at most n variables, say xl,. . . ,xr, r<~n. 
Suppose that r < n. Since Aw ~ ~,  then there are r elements al . . . . .  ar in Aw which 
do not satisfy ~. It follows that the subalgebra B generated by a l , . . . ,a~ is a proper 
subalgebra of A. Since B is a finite algebra, then it is isomorphic to a subdirect product 
of a finite number of subdirectly irreducible finite algebras in V(B), say B1 ... . .  Bm. 
Hence, V(B) = V(BI . . . . .  Bin). Suppose that V(B) = V(Aw). Since Aw is subdirectly 
irreducible and ~¢~ is a congruence distributive variety, we can apply the well-known 
results of J6nsson [5] to obtain that 
(*) Aw is a homomorphic image of a subalgebra of Bi for some i C {1 . . . .  , m}. 
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On the other hand, since B is a proper subalgebra of Aw and B~ is a homomorphic 
image of B, we infer that the number of elements of B, is less than the number 
of elements of Aw, which is in contradiction with (.).  Therefore, V(B) is a proper 
subvariety of V(Aw),  and then B E "//~ and we again obtain a contradiction, since x 
does not hold in B. Therefore, r = n and the proof is complete. [] 
Therefore, ~ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Note that since Dpq is endowed 
with the simple quantifier, for each S C_ Dpq, the Q-distributive lattice generated by S 
coincides with the bounded distributive lattice generated by S. 
Let L be a finite distributive lattice and G = {bl, b2 . . . . .  b,,} be a set of generators 
of L. For each p E L, let Ap = {i E {1,2 . . . . .  n}]p<~b~}. If p is a join irreducible 
element of  L, then it is easy to check that p = A~CA,. b~. If j is any index and aj is a 
joint irreducible element of L, we shall write Aj instead of A<. 
Lemma 3. Let  n,k  be natural numbers with k ~n,  and let p = (~). Then there e.vists 
a set q f  ,qenerators G o f  Dpo with n elements atisJ}'inq the followin.q condition: 
(c) For each atom a o f  Dpo there are exactly k elements q f  G that include it and 
the meet o f  those elements equals" a. 
ProoL Let {al, a2 . . . . .  ap} and {pj, P2,.-. ,  P~} be the set of atoms of Dpo and 2", re- 
spectively. If T r = {x E 2 ~ such that x is a join of k-atoms}, then Tp has p elements, say 
lj,12 . . . . .  lp. Next define, for each i C {1,2 . . . . .  n}, Pi = { j  E {1,2 . . . . .  p} l l j>~pi}  
and bi = V jcp ,  aj, We assert that b~,bx , . . . ,b ,  generate the distributive lattice Dvo. 
Indeed, let i E {1,2 . . . . .  p}. Then there are k atoms Pi~, pi . . . . . .  Pi~ of 2" such that 
li = Pi~ V Pi~ " " " V Pi~. Hence, i E Pi, r'l • • • UI Pi~, and then ai <~bi~ A . •. A hi,. Let 
j E {1,2 . . . . .  p} be such that aj<~bi, A . . .  Abik. Then lj>~p~, V . . .  V pi~. Since l i is 
a join of k atoms we infer that lj -- Pi~ v . . .  V Pi,, = I,. Then i = j. Thus, we have 
shown that b,, A -..  A b~x = ai. Hence, every atom of Dp0 is a meet of k elements 
of  the set G = {bl,b2 . . . . .  bn}. Therefore, bl,b2 . . . .  ,b,, generate Dpo. To show that G 
satisfies condition (c), let j ¢ {1 . . . . .  p}. Since aJ = Ai~A, bi, it is enough to show 
that Aj has k elements. By taking into account he definition of the elements b~, it is 
easy to check that A/ = {i E {1,2 . . . . .  n}lP i<~l j} .  Since 1/ is a join of k atoms, we 
infer that A~ has k elements and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4. Let p, q E oo and let n be the smallest natural number such that (n) p+q ~< [½,q , where [x] denotes the inteqral part o f  the number x. Then Dpq cannot 
be ,qenerated with less than n elements. 
Proof. Suppose that Dpq is generated with r elements c l , c2 , . . . , c r  with r < n. It 
follows that for each i E {1,2 . . . . .  p 4-q},  ai = AjEA Ci, where al,a2 . . . . .  ap+q are 
the atoms of Dpq. Since ai is an atom for each i E {1, 2 . . . . .  p + q}, we have that 
the sets AI,A2 ..... Ap+q form an antichain of subsets of  {1,2 . . . . .  r} and by a well- 
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(,) known theorem of Sperner, this implies that p + q ~< [½r] in contradiction with the 
hypothesis. [] 
t" \ 
Theorem 5. Let p ~ co and let n be the smallest natural number such that p ~< ,([½~])' 
/ 
Then the minimum number of  generators needed to generate the bounded istributive 
lattices Dpo and Dop is n. 
(n) Proof. Let q : [½n] . It follows from Lemma 3 that Dqo is generated with n elements 
bl, b2 . . . . .  b,. Let h : Dqo --~ Dpo be a Boolean algebra epimorphism. Since h is 
surjective we infer that h(bl), h(b2) . . . .  , h(b,) generate Dpo. Suppose that there are 
i , j  E {1,2 . . . . .  n} such that h(bi) : h(bj) and i ¢ j. Then, Opo would be generated 
with less than n elements which is in contradiction with Lemma 4. Therefore, Dpo is 
generated with n elements and we infer again from Lemma 4 that Dpo cannot be 
generated with less than n elements. The same argument shows that the minimum num- 
ber of  generators needed to generate Dop is also n, since 1 is a nullary operation. [] 
Theorem 6. Let p, q E ~, p, q ~ 0 and let n be the smallest natural number such 
that p+q<~ [½~] . Then 
(a) The minimum number of generators needed to generate Opq is either n or n+ 1. 
(b) I f  p + q ~- {½~1 ' and q > 1, then the minimum number of  generators needed 
to generate Opq is n if and only if either there is t E {0, 1 . . . . .  [½n] - 1} such that 
q= [½,J-t or there is t E {0, 1,. n n-t 
(") (c) I f  p + 1 = [½n] , then the minimum number of generators needed to generate 
D pl is n + 1. 
Proof. (a) By taking into account Theorem 5, we infer that Bp × Bq can be generated 
with n elements bl, b2 . . . . .  b,. Let d be the only join irreducible that is not an atom of 
D pq : B p × Cq. Then it is obvious that bl, b2 . . . . .  bn, d generate D pq and by Lemma 
4 we infer that Dpq cannot be generated with less than n elements. 
(b) Suppose first that Dpq is generated with n elements bl, b2 . . . . .  b,. Let {al,a2 .... , 
ap+q} be the set of atoms of Dpq and let d be the only join irreducible that is not atom 
of Dpq. Since d is greater than q atoms, we may assume, without loss of  generality, that 
d > ap+l Vap+2 V...Vap+q. It follows that the sets A1,A2,... ,Ap+q form an antichain 
of subsets of  {1,2 . . . . .  n} such that Ad C UIp+l<~i<~p+qAi. Moreover, since ai ~ d for 
each i E {1 . . . . .  p}, we have that Aa 7~ Ai for each i E {1,2, . . . ,p}.  On the other 
hand, since p +q : . ([½~])' it follows again from Sperner's theorem that the sets 
AI,A2 ..... Ap+q form an antichain of  maximal size, and that this antichain coincides 
either with the set of  all subsets of {1,2 .. . .  ,n} of cardinal [½n] or with the set of  all 
subsets of  {1,2 . . . . .  n} of  cardinal n - [½n]. Suppose first that Ai has [½n] elements 
for all i E {1,2 . . . . .  p+q}.  Let t be the cardinal of  Ap+l AAp+2.." ~)Ap+q. It is 
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plain that t<~[½n] -  1. Let i¢  (1,2 . . . . .  p}. Since A~ ~ Ai andAdC(']p+l<~i~/~qA~, 
it follows that Ap+l f~Ap+2""AAp+q ~ Ai. Therefore, we infer that {rl,r2 . . . . .  r:} 
Ap+l C)Ap+2"" N Ap+q is contained in exactly q sets of cardinality [ i  n] and by a 
combinatorial argument it is easy to see that 
q :  " 
Analogously, we infer that i fA i  has n -  [ i  n] elements for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p+q,  then there 
is t ~ {0,1 . . . . .  n - [ i  n ] -  1} such that 
q= n-{½nl - t  " 
For the converse, suppose first that q == [_-',,,l-: for some 0~<t~<[½n]-  1. Let 
G = {bl ,b2 . . . . .  b,} be a set of  generators of Bp × Bq defined as in Lemma 3, where 
in this case k = [½n]. It is easy to check that if {bi,,bi,  . . . . .  bi,} is any subset of 
G of t elements, then bi, A . . .  /~ bi~ is a join of  q atoms. We may assume without 
loss of generality, that: 
(1) bl A . . .  Abt  = ap+l V . . .  V ap~q. 
Now we are going to define elements b~,b: 2 . . . . .  b, I, of Dpq as  follows: b,~ = b, if 
i ¢ 1,2 . . . . .  t and b' t = bl V d,b~ = b2 v d . . . . .  b~ = bt V d. We claim that the elements 
b~,...,b~, generate the algebra Dpq. Indeed, it is plain that b'~ A - . .  A b~ = d. On the 
other hand, it follows from (1) that for each i E {1 . . . . .  q}, ap+i<~bl /k . . .  /~ b:. By 
Lemma 3, we have that ap+i is the meet of the [ i  n] elements of G that include a. 
Hence, we infer that there are [½n] - t elements bi . . . . . . . .  bil,41 ~ {bt+~ . . . . .  b,,} such 
that ap+i = bl A . . .  A bt A bi,+, . . .  A biL,~. From this equalit5~ and (1) we infer that 
d A bi,_~'" /k bii~l -- ap+i and it is easy to check that this implies b: I A . . -  /', b I A 
b:,~, A ""bil~l -- ap+i. To complete the proof, it remains to show that ai is a meel 
of  elements of  the set {b:l,b~ . . . . .  b;,} for each i 6 {1,2 . . . . .  p}. From Lemma 3 we 
have that there are i j , i2 . . . . .  i[,,/21 E {1,2 , . . . ,n}  such that ai = bi~ A . . .  A bil,,:l. Since 
i ~ {p+ l , . . . ,p+q} it follows that a~ ~b l  A . . .Abt .  Hence, the set T - {./ 
{1,2 . . . . .  [~]} [ / /  6 {1,2 . . . . .  t}} has less than t elements, say j l  . . . . .  j,,. Therefore 
b~, A . . .  A b~l  = (bi/, V d )  A . .  . A (bL, V d)  A A ja r  bi/ = ai V (d A A /~r  bi, ). We assert 
that d A Ai~T bi: ---- 0. Indeed, first note that if c is an element of Dpq then d A c = 0 
iff ap+i A c =- 0 for each i E {1,2 . . . . .  q}, which is equivalent o bl A . . - / \  bt A c = 0. 
On the other hand, we claim that if {bi . . . . . .  b,,} is any subset of G with more than 
[ i  n] elements, then bi, A . . .  A bi, = 0. Indeed, suppose that bi, A . . .  /k bi, 5 L 0 and let 
a be an atom such that a~bf i  / k . . . / kb i .  By Lemma 3 we infer that there is an index 
h<~s such that a A bi:, = 0, and then a A bil A . . .  /k bi, = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, 
bl A.  . . A bt A A/ f iT  bi/ = 0 which implies that d A/~j~T bij = 0. Then ai : b~, A. . . /'\ b:!,, :i 
and the proof is complete. 
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The same argument shows that if 
q= n- [  ½n] - t  ' 
then Opq can  be generated with n elements, since 
n 
(c) Suppose that Dp! can  be generated with n elements, say bl, ..., b,. Arguing as 
in (b), we infer that there is an antichain of maximal size A1 . . . . .  Ap+! of subsets of  
{1, .. . ,  n} such that AdCAp+l and Ad g Ai, for i = 1 . . . . .  p. Since d > ap+l, we 
have that there is j c Ap+l\Ad. Suppose first that this antichain coincides with the set 
of  all subsets of  {1, .. . ,  n} of cardinal [½n]. It follows that Ap+,\{j} is a set with 
[½n] - 1 elements which is contained in exactly one set of cardinal [½n]. Therefore, 
n - ([½n] - l) = 1, which implies that n = [½n] and then n = 0, in contradiction with 
the fact that p # 0. A similar argument shows that if Ai has n - [½n] elements for 
each i C { 1 . . . . .  p ÷ 1 }, then p = 0 and we obtain again a contradiction. [] 
It follows from Theorems 2, 5 and 6 that we can determine the minimum number 
of  variables needed to characterize the equational classes ~pl ,  ~p0 and the equational 
classes ~p--lq+l provided that p~> 1 and p+q is a natural number of  the form [½n] • 
Although it seems to be difficult to find the minimum number of  variables in the general 
case, it follows from Theorem 6(a) that this number can be only n or n + 1. 
Recall that a monadic Boolean algebra is a Boolean algebra endowed with a quan- 
tifier. Let us denote by N the variety of  monadic Boolean algebras. It was shown in 
[8] that the lattice of equational classes of  monadic Boolean algebras form also a chain 
of  type o )+ 1 under inclusion H0 C / /1""  C Hp. . .  C ~,  where, for each p E c~, Hp 
denotes the subvariety of  ~ generated by the simple finite monadic algebra with p 
atoms. 
It was also found in [8] an equation which determines lip, for each p E e). Note 
that Theorem l(i) also provide us, for each proper subvariety of ~ ,  an equation which 
determines it in which the symbol corresponding to the Boolean negation does not 
appear. 
In [6] Lukas showed the following result: 
For each p C ~, p ¢ O, the minimum number of variables needed in an identity 
characterizing Hp is the smallest n such that 2n >~ p + 1. 
n 71 On the other hand, we infer from the identity 2~= Y~'~k=0 (k), the inequality 2n~> 
~½,,1 + 1, for each n>~ 1. Therefore, it follows from Theorems 2 and 5 that for 
each p # 0, the minimum number of  variables needed in an identity characterizing 
~p0 is greater or equal than the minimum number of variables needed in an identity 
characterizing H p. 
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